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This is a follow up conversation that started at TATW. We will 
do a little recap of the discussion and then explore further how 

teal looks or feels like across cultures / different regions of
the world.

“Teal Across Cultures”

Connie Low
HIVE 1

Self Management, Wholeness

There were many insightful stories at TATW. Referring to those 
beutiful stories, what were the roles of the leaders who lead or 

supported the transformation to a new paragdim of
organizations.

“Leadership in Transformation”

Yuji Yamada
HIVE 2

Self-Management 

Leadership is about inspiring and galvanizing others to turn a 
vision into action.... and emotion (not logic) drives behavior. So 
why is the EQ (emotional quotient) conversation only focused 

on managing the mutable emotions that hijack us, rather than 
harnessing the motivating emotions that drive us?  In this 

session we'll explore 7 "motivating emotions" based on core 
needs, and discuss how they translate into personal wholeness, 

authentic leadership, evolutionary purpose, and culture. 

“Beyond EQ for Leaders”

Jen Rice
HIVE 4

Wholeness

Give your brain space and see what becomes possible! 
Creativity at work is a great tool to push ideas and projects 

beyond your expectations.When you start to think creatively, 
you dare to imagine suggestions you didn't know your mind 

could come up with. 
Each one of us is creative in their own way and when we all 

access our full creativity we unleash great potential. 

“Creativity Benefits of
Creativity in the workplace”

Isabelle Lee Gelard
and Carmen Geil

HIVE 5

Wholeness

This session will follow on f rom some very interesting conversa-
tions at TATW about local cultures and the dominance of 

masculine/feminine traits, and particularly what these 
expressions mean for organisations with regard to hiearchy, 

power, structure and decision-making. I'd love to have a 
discussion about what we notice and experience, particularly 
around challenges, and what this means that we need to do 

differently to other parts of the world. 

“Hierarchy, Power and Structure in
Asia Pacific Context”

Dean Williamson HIVE 3

Evolutionary Purpose,
Self-management

Trust is the foundation on which self management can thrive. 
High level of trust not only makes the workplace stress f ree 

and enjoyable it also increases the speed of business . It 
enhances the quality and ease of decision making. But its not 

easy - as they say, it takes months to build trust but only 
minutes to break it. An exploration of practical , tangible, on 
the ground practices that can be implemented by organiza-

tions to enhance levels of trust so that self management works. 

“Building Trust in the workplace”

Rajesh Navaneetham
HIVE 6

Self-Management 
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